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BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Caret takes
annual campus
safety walk

BEAT OF A
DIITHIEM’ DRITM
African drummers entertain students in the SU

Photos by Saon Yoneda

Daily Staff

ABOVE: Aku Pueyrredon danced to the music of West African Drums Monday in the Student Union. During
the month of February, there will be various events for African Awareness Month.
TOP RIGHT: Pope Flyne, master percussionist, choreographer and vocalist played the West African d’jembe
and donno drums Monday afternoon in the Student Union.

About 35 students bobbed their heads
By Annelinda Aguayo
and shimmied their shoulders to the
Daily Staff Writer
beats of the drums. They slowly started
San Jose State University students letting go of their shyness and joined
were moving and shaking Monday Pueyrredon on the dance floor as she
afternoon at the Student Union 25 grabbed them by the hand.
West African drummers helped kickoff
The audience cheered the volunteer
African Awareness Month on campus. dancers as they followed Pueyrredon in
The event was sponsored by the a follow-the-leader fashion.
African Awareness l’s4onth Planning
Before playing the third song, Flyne
Committee.
and Puma wished Pueyrredon a rhyth"We wanted to kick it off with some- mic and upbeat happy birthday before
thing exciting and attention grabbing," closing with the last song. The audience
said
applauded her as she performed an
Thomas
Turner, chairman of
enthusiastic birththe committee.
day dance.
The performers,
’Even
when
Pope Flyne and Lee
you’re a hundred
Puma, beat away on
you’ll be able to
their drums as Aku
dance,"
Flyne
Pueyrredon let the
sang to her.
.04,41101
rhythms move her 6
The last song
feet.
began with Flyne
"I’ve been perasking SJSU stuforming for 20
dents if they were
’1*qt/if/PI
going to dance.
ears,"said
Pueyrredon
before the performance. Pueyrredon was dancing alone until
Wendy Oji, a graduate student in pub"It’s a spiritual thing for me."
The art of drumming is a big part of lic health, joined her and asked, Can
the West African culture. Drumming is you show me?"
A few seconds later, Melanie
not only used for recreation and formal
ceremonies but as a form of communi- Lanstrom, a junior majoring in environmental studies, joined Oji in a dance
cation.
"Drums were the only means of com- lesson from Pueyrredon.
Flyne began singing, "Right shoulder.
munication in Africa for years," said
head drummer Flyne. "It was used to Lcft Shoulder. Then you give me hip
send messages."
hip hip hip," and the audience did what
The group sent their message to spec- was requested of them.
tators loud and clear. Firm told stu"I think the event turned out really
dents to have a lot of enthusiasm well," Turner said. "I was impressed
because it was a joyous time. .
with the turnout. There was a variety of
Puma and Flyne played the West faces."
African d’jembe and donno drums. The
Turner said the African Awareness
d’jembe is a goblet shaped drum made Month Planning Committee began
of wood with a drumhead made of working in November for the events for
goatskin.
this month. He and the rest of the comThe donno is an hourglass shaped mittee members have coordinated a
drum. It is known as the "talking" variety of events, ranging from an
drum. It is hit with a stick that changes African art exhibit to a gospel concert.
"It’s always good to see something you
the pitch of the drum when it hits the
head in different places.
put together gel well together," Turner
Their second song was an invitation said. "It’s good gratification."
Head dnimmer, Flyne, said he felt
to students to join Pueyrredon on the
that the performance went really well.
open floor.
Shake your body. Don’t sit down," He said the audience was enthusiastic
sang Puma as the audience was invited and he enjoyed it.
to clap along with Pueyrredon as she
"It was nice," he said. "People didn’t
flew onto the dance floor.
move. They stayed and enjoyed it."

By Tony Burchyns
Daily Staff Writer
Last night San Jose State University
President Robert Caret took a brief tour
of the campus to assess possible safety
weaknesses.
With university police officers and
Facilities,
Development
and
Operations administrators, Caret made
note of shadowy campus regions requiring better lighting.
The southeast comer of Clark Library
and the ATM bay by the Student
Union were considered poorly lit areas
because lights were burned out or broken.
The after-work stroll was no fluke,
but an annual event called the Sakty
Walk.
"In a big bureaucracy we do a million
things everyday, Caret said. "This
allows us to focus of campus safety"
Monthly inspections of campus lights
and plumbing are carried out by
Facilities,
Development
and
Operations personnel, said John
Skyberg, the department’s associate
director.
"We have electricians and plumbers
on duty from 7:30 a.m. until 1130 p.m.
to handle any repair needs," Slcyberg
said.
Aside from lighting issues, Caret’s
convoy discussed 10 brand new emergency telephones attached to highly
visible blue poles soon to be installed
on cmipus.
"They have been ordered and it’s well
underway," said Ric Abeyta, the university police chief.
Students can expect the new phones
by the beginning of March, Abevta
said.
The new emergency phones will differ from the 200 or so existing campus
models in their intercom-like design
and wheelchair accessible placement,
said Carol Beebe, facilities planner in
the office of Facilities, Development
and Operations.
"By law, the project meets ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act) standards," Beebe said.
Each year, California State University
campuses receive money from matured
bonds, and 20 percent of each allotment
goes toward ADA projects, Beebe said.
"It’s called minor capital outlay the
campus gets a small amount of money

See SAFETY, page 4

Student killed in December fire, remembered by friends, family
By Tammy Krikorian
Daily Staff Writer
In the early morning hours of Dec.
24,2002, fire struck a Mountain View
home shared by three San Jose State
University students, leaving one dead
and the others severely injured.
Cintia Sequeira, an SJSU graduate
student in the TESOL or teaching
English as a second or other language
program, shared a one-story
Mountain View duplex with her husband Marcelo de Souza, their son
Marcos Sequeira, and her sister
Karma Sequeira. Cintia Seritleira,

Marcelo de Souza and
room and my understandKarina Sequeira had all
ing is that Cintia (who
moved to the United States
was in the hallway) was
from Brazil.
already deceased," Brown
According to Lynn Brown,
said.
spokesman
for
the
A candle burning on the
Mountain
View
Fire
hallway table ignited the
Department, the 9-1-1 call
fire, Brown said.
was received at 3:25 a.m. on
"There were no batteries
Christmas Eve. When firein the smoke detectors. By
fighters arrived, the sister
the time they were aware
had managed to get outside
of the fire, there would
and told firefighters that
have been a lot of disoriSequeira
there were more people
entation," Brown said.
inside."The worn an who survived went out
"Father and son were in the bath
the bedroom window."

New student visitor system,
SEVIS, ready for Feb. 15
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Staff Writer
"We will do our best to make sense
of this," said Louis Gecenok, an
adviser for the international programs and services office.
Gecenok said he is concerned that
the international students at San
Jose Staff University might not have
enough information about the new
electronic 1-20 form that shows that
they have been admitted to the university.
Any changes in the students’ course
load will be important to keep current, he said about the new federally
mandated Student and Exchange
Visitor Information System or
SEWS.
"An international student can’t
reinstate and might have to leave the
country if there is a change from
anything less than a 12 -unit course
load," Gecenok said.
A student that drops below 12
units would be considered out of status,he explained.
"Not knowing more about this for-

inalized process could create problems for some students if they don’t
find out how important it is," he
said.
SJSU will be prepared to start prcessing student data by Feb. 15. he
purpose of the administrative change
is to streamline the electronic registration process with the new
PeopleSoft software that will be
implemented in Fall 2003, said
Frank Wads, the interim director for
admissions and records. He said that
an additional PeopleSoft component
will interface with SEVIS and will
archive the ongoing data about the
status of all our international students.
International students will continue to follow the normal admissions
process, Wada said. "If their information changes they need to let us
know," he said.
He explained that international
students have to he admitted by the
university before they can receive the
1-20 by completing the international
application. They will need the 1-20

See SEVIS, page 4

Father and son are still in the hospital. De Souza came out of his coma on
Jan. 25, said Marcia Ribeiro, a member of the Brazilian community. He is
badly burned and has a bad cough. He
had surgery on his arm and hand and
will need a series of surgeries, she said.
"He knows that the baby is still in
critical condition," she said. "The baby
needs a lot of prayers."
Ribeiro said she found out about the
fire the day after Christmas. She didn’t know Cintia Sequeira, but she has
been in close contact with the family
since the accident. Ribeiro, along with
other members of the Brazilian corn -

munit? got together with the
Brazilian Club, a local community
organization, to hold an event to raise
money for Sequeira’s family.
On Saturday, Jan. 25, the event,
which included a Brazilian feast and
dancing, was held at "Clube
Brasileiro" in San Jose. Tickets sold for
815 to the public and $10 for members.
"Everything was donated," Ribeiro
said. "There were three bands scheduled and one didn’t show up, but
everything else was a success. It started at 7 p.m. and there was a full house
by 8 p.m. People danced until 1:30 in

How many does it take ...

the morning."
A total of 34,010 was raised trom the
party, and Ribeiro presented a check
to Cintia Sequeira’s mother and sister,
Sinara Sequeira, on Jan. 27. Karma
Sequeira had already gone back to
Brazil.
Rosemary Henze, Cintia Sequeira’s
adviser at SJS11, was very impressed by
her.
"She came to see me once and I met
her baby," Henze said. "She had the
motivation and drive to come here and
get the degree while trying to raise her
son. She was very determined."

See SEQUEIRA, page 6

Exhibit to showcase
Bay Area works of art
By Girlie Mattingly
Daily .Stajj 11111er

JASHONG KING / DAILY STAFF

Ramon Galang, an electrician with Facilities, Development and Operations,
installs a new 70-watt metal arc bulb into a lightpost on the Paseo de San
Antonio. Galang and several other electricians have to change every lightpost
bulb lining campus sidewalks once every three months. They have one week to
replace about 400 bulbs.

San Jose State University students can celebrate African
Awareness Month with an exhibit showcasing art by Bay Area
artists Keba Konte, Senay Dennis and Akubundu.
Free to the public, all works will be featured throughout the
month of February.
Today, after a brief introduction of the featured artists, there
will be reception held in the MOSAIC Multicultural Center.
Located in the Student Union, the exhibit will not only be the
place to see African American -influenced art but also a place
to hear the artists speak, said Thomas Turner, chairman of the
African Awareness Monthplanning committee.
"The best way to express feelings is through art," Turner said.
Keba Konte recently launched a promotional tour for his
photo book, "Hands. Konte, a graduate of San Francisco
State University with a degree in photojournalism, has been
featured in such magazines as Rolling Stone, Vibe and
Code. Ile has also photographed the rap artists Master P and
E-40.
Turner said this is the third annual African Art Exhibit and
he expects close to 25 people to attend. The reception is
scheduled to run from 7p.m. to 9 p.m., but the art will remain
up for others to view. Refreshments will be available along
with an educational serving of African American
art. Students and all who are interested in viewing and learning more about African American art are encouraged to
attend the exhibit.
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opposingviews:
Should CSU admit students who need
YES I The CSU system should be
remedial math and English?
accessible to everybody
Four years ago, as a high school senior,! came to San Jose State
University to take a required test that would determine if I
would take regular or remedial college courses at SJSU. I heard
my teachers talk about the tests before, but I didn’t know much
about them.
A few weeks after taking the test I got the news that I passed
the English Placement Test, the EPT, but failed the Entry Level
Mathematics Examination, the ELM. As a result, I got stuck
taking two semesters worth of classes that taught me math I had
learned as a freshman in high
school.
Four years later, not much
has changed. Recently the
California State University
education policy committee
has reported that 59 percent of
freshmen students were unable
to pass the math and English
exams required by the CSU
schools this past academic
year.
It’s sad that so many students
are unable to pass the tests
needed to further their education, but the CSU system
should not punish these students by depriving them of the
education they deserve.
Some students should take it
upon themselves to work
harder to pass these tests, but I
do not believe it is entirely
their fault for not passing the
exams. Much of the problem
begins at the high schools that
send these students to take the
tests without preparing them.
All throughout high school, I
received good grades and took
honors courses, so I didn’t
understand why I couldn’t pass
the ELM. I wasn’t the best
VERONICA MENDOZA math student, but I always
passed my classes.
I think it’s the high schools’ responsibility to fully prepare their
students for college level courses. Sometimes teachers want to
pass their students up to the next level without giving them the
necessary skills needed to handle the more difficult courses.
David Spence, the CSU executive vice chancellor agrees. He
said in a recent Associated Press story that the problems often
begin at the high school level.
When I first found out that I had to take the remedial classes,
I felt dumb and began to doubt if! could handle college courses. But I soon found that most of my friends were also taking
remedial classes, and all of them passed their classes and are still
going to school at SJSU.
More than 80 percent of the students who had to take the
remedial courses passed them and were able to continue their
education at the CSU campuses, according to the AP article.
One of my friends, who didn’t pass the ELM or the EPT, is
doing very well and currently has a 3.1 GPA at SJSU.
For these reasons,! believe that the CSU system should definitely give students the opportunity to prove that they have what
it takes to graduate from college. Imagine if the CSU campuses
sent away the 59 percent who were unable to pass the tests.
SJSU, as well as other state colleges, would take away the students’ opportunity for a college education.
I’m glad that four years ago the CSU system didn’t turn me
away, and I hope that they continue to help the students who
need the extra help.

NO I Preparing students is
not the job of the CSU system
Seven years ago, California State University adopted the remedial
education policy as an attempt to help incoming freshmen students
phase out corrective courses in English and math.
As the program was unveiled, CSU pledged to reduce the percentage
of new college students in need of remedial classes from nearly 70 percent to 10 percent in just more than a
decade.
Flash forward to 2003. We are
nearing the deadline the institution
set out for itself, and the numbers do
not look particularly good. In fact, at
59 percent right now, even the most
optimistic might see their doubts
swelling.
It is easy to gloat over discouraging
numbers and percentages. But those
are merely the inevitable results of a
plan that was built on noble intentions and little else.
To get to the base of the problem,
we need to ask again what needed to
be asked before this project got off
the drawing board: Why should
CSU teach students what they
should have already learned in high
school?
That’s what community colleges are
for, to put the finishing touches on
basic education, to file down those
rough spots. Wouldn’t students feel
more assured coming aboard a new
environment without having to play
educational catch-up?
Instead, CSU continues to accept
freshmen who lack the basics for university-level studies and pressuring
them to cram everything from classes
whose credits will not go toward
FERNANDO F. CROCE
graduation. All of this in a little over a
year, or be dropped.
As if college life weren’t a pressure cooker already.
This process, in theory, should telegraph warning messages kir high
schoolers to brush up on their English and math classes before college.
Study numbers, however, show that the wires may have been cut. Again,
theory and reality seem to be battling it out here, and grim reality,
unfortunately, is winning.
I think we may be going in the wrong direction here. Simply accepting remedial students not only puts more pressure on them, but also
may have something to do with lower scores in the first place.
Think about it. The students who are not doing so well in their
English and math classes now have these extra 15 months in which to
do them.
Some would budget their time accordingly, but others might just push
their I’ll-do-it-tomorrow philosophies even further and worry about it
only when it’s too late.
This may seem unduly harsh toward my fellow students, who probably have enough to worry about without a pipsqueak chiding them
about their grades. But the fact is that CSU dismissed 8.2 percent of its
freshmen last year for failing the basic skills, the highest rate in the last
four years. So somebody is not taking this seriously.
The solution, it seems, would be to invest more time and money on
earlier levels of education, rather than on higher ones. Work together
with high school students to try to work out. difficulties and get them
up to speed for a collegial level.
CSU Chancellor Charles Reed was quoted on the San Diego Union Tribune that he is determined to let in an additional 25,000 students to the
university system next year. He will accomplish this by cutting the budget 10
percent, he said.
If that isn’t pruning the leaves of the problem instead of going directly for
the root, then I don’t know what is.

"Why should
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system teach

"The CSU
system should
not punish
these students
by depriving
them of the
education
they deserve."

Veronica Mendoza is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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"It wouldn’t befair to not
admit them in the
beginning V. it is
something they can
improve on."

"No, they can probably take
(classes) elsewhere. If they
took them at a community
college it would cost them
less money."

"Yes, because some people
are not good test takers.
Just because you don’t take
a good test, your whole
college career shouldn’t pay
.for it."
Joe Ventura

"No, the whole point of
scoring high on SATs and
doing well in high school is
to get into college. lfyou
can’t meet those, then you
still need to learn more.
Blaine May

"Yes, I believe they should
because they don’t teach you
what you need to know in
high schoolfor college."

Nicole Mccurdy

Ian Wing

Rick Wester

Brian Nguyen

sophomore, marketing

senior, advertising

sophomore, liberal studies

sophomore, art illustration

junior, history

.freshman, computer engineering

"No, you should be at a
relative level of intelligence
to get into college."

Compiled by Krishna Mendoza Photos by Verna Kirkendall
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Magazine’s portrayal of Gandhi highly offensive
The latest issue of Maxim magazine featured a kick-ass
workout "to beat the crap out of somebody." This three-page
exercise regimen exhorts you to "add a few months to your
life span by taking them from somebody else."
And not just that, the illustrations showed a beefy man
beating up images of Mahatma Gandhi. The man, wearing
a muscle T-shirt, is shown punching, kicking, strangling and
pulverizing Gandhi a crass display of muscular strength.
The first thing that came to my mind seeing this was, "Are
these guys stupid?" When you publish a magazine with a
worldwide audience, don’t you at least think before printing
out a controversial feature like this? Didn’t you expect that
the Asian Indian community and other pacifists would cause
uproar seeing this kind of BS?
Two months ago, Maxim came out with its first Asian edition in Korea, and this feature was timed perfectly to ridicule
one of Asia’s most respected and revered men. This is not the
first time that Maxim has done this. The November 2000
issue of Maxim carried an article named, "Oh, Calcutta:
Three reasons to hate.. Gandhi:’
After putting some thought to it, I realized that this could
be a product of some guys at the magazine trying to get their

i
Ial
nts
ge
r-

shot at cheap publicity. Were you that punch-drunk not to lence in a society that is already plagued by crime What kind of message do you think the youth will get after
realize what the international community will have to say
about this?
reading this article? That being macho and
Even earlier, I have seen publications putbeating people up is the way to be cool?
ting their reputations in jeopardy for small
Maybe the killing and the fracas that hapbouts of publicity.
pened between two San Jose State University
The goal of the article is to gain fitness by
fraternities are repercussions of this image of
fighting, and it asks you not to blow your
masculinity that the media is promoting.
money on a gym membership when you can
The metha has also been the culprit in eleget the same results and a lot more satisfacvating the pencil-thin image for women,
tion with a healthy regimen of violent
leading many of them to turn to crash diets
assaults.
and making them victims of disorders like
"Ask Gandhi if he can sec the change in
bulimia and anorexia. Isn’t it time something
your physique," and "Teach those pacifists a
was done about this?
lesson about aggression," it says.
Maxim’s piece on bashing people gives out
The piece directly attacks the philosophy GUEST COLUMNIST: the wrong signals to youth and to society, as
of nonviolence followed by Gandhi and
a whole, that being aggressive and destructive
FALGUNI BHUTA
Martin Luther King Jr.
is the way to get things done. Is this what
So what does this teach us? That to get a
world leaders like Gandhi and King strived
great workout and a muscular body, all you have to do is for, so that someday their doctrines would be trampled pubin this fashion?
break some harmless guy’s bones and send him to the hospital? Do we need a high-profile magazine to promote vioThese and many questions pop into my head when I see
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front of the Student Union. For
TODAY
more information contact a Hillel
Associated Students
representative at 286-6669.
Do you want to improve, change
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
and represent at SJSU? Run for
Daily Mass will be field at the
Mu Alpha Gamma
Associated Students Government!
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
Interns-hip meetings for magazine Pick up an application in the
and San Carlos streets next to
Student Life Center (Old Cafeteria
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are journalism majors from 11:45 a.m.
to 12:15 p.m. in Dwight Bentel
Bldg.) or the AS. House today! All
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
Hall, Room 213. For more inforinterested candidates must attend
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
mation contact Harvey Godiffe at
one of the orientation sessions:
more information contact Sister
924-3246.
Feb. 12 from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30
Marcia at 938-1610.
p.m. or Feb. 14 from 10 a.m. to 11
Career Center
a.m. in Council Chambers, Student
Associated Students
The U.S. Navy employer table
Union. Deadline to apply is
Do you want to improve, change
will
be
in
the Ninth Street plaza,
Monday, Feb. 17 by 5 p.m. in the
and represent at SJSU? Run for
outside of the Career Center from
Student Life Center. Call 924Associated Students Government!
10
a.m.
to
2
p.m.
If
it
is
raining,
5955 for more information.
Pick up an application in the
Student Life Center (Old Cafeteria the table will be inside the Career
Associated Students Campus
Bldg.) or the A.S. House today! All Center. For more information contact Espie Santiago at 924-2692.
Recreation
interested candidates must attend
ASCR is offering fitness classes
one of the orientation sessions:
School of Art and Design
at the Event Center. Classes runFeb. 12 from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30
Student galleries art exhibitions
ning today: Body Sculpting,
p.m. or Feb. 14 from 10 a.m. to 11
Weight Training, Yoga, Aerobics,
a.m. in Council Chambers, Student from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies Buildings.
Advanced Step, Butts & Guts,
Union. Deadline to apply is
For more information contact Bill
Body Sculpting, Beginning Step.
Monday, Feb. 17 by 5 p.m. in the
or Nicole at 924-4330.
For more information and class
Student Life Center. Call 924times, contact Matt McNamara at
5955 for more information.
Career Center
924-6217.
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
Associated Students Campus
p.m. at the Carter Center. For
International Programs and
Recreation
more information call the Career
Services
ASCR is offering fitness classes
Resource Center at 924-6031.
The Study Abroad general inforat the Event Center. Classes runmational meeting will take place in
ning today: Spin, Abs Only, Turbo
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
the Council Chambers Room of
Kickboxing, Night Spin, HiA free carnival with ping-pong,
the Student Union today at 2 p.m.
Lo/Hip Hop, Body Pump, Cardio
pool,
prizes
and
food
will
be
held
For more information contact All
Kickboxing, Contact Kickboxing,
at 924-5931.
from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the
Stretch/Flex/Relax. For more
CCM Omega Lounge on the corinformation and class times, conner of Tenth street and San Carlos. Student Life Center
tact Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
Leadership U - Leadership
For more information contact Kay
begins with you! Effective
Polintan at 938-1610.
International Programs and
Communication for Today’s
Services
THURSDAY
Leaders is a six-part program that
Study Abroad general informaincludes five workshops plus a
tional meetings for this week will
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
ropes course (complimentary dintake place in the Council
Daily Mass will be held at the
ner included). Registration is for
Chambers Room of the Student
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th the entire series, not individual
Union today at noon and Feb. 6 at
and San Carlos streets next to
workshops. First workshop today
2 p.m. For more information conRobert’s Bookstore. Mass times are from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Career
tact Ali at 924-5931.
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
Center. Registration is limited to
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
25 students. Stop by the Student
Student Life Center
more information contact Sister
Life Center to t111 out a registration
Leadership U - Leadership
Marcia at 938-1610.
form or call 924-5950.
begins with you! Effective
Communication for Today’s
Leaders is a six-part program that
includes five workshops plus a
ropes course (complimentary dinner included). Registration is for
the entire series, not individual
workshops. First workshop begins
Thursday, Feb. 6 from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. in the Career Center.
Registration is limited to 25 students. Stop by the Student Life
Center to fill out a registration
form or call 924-5950.
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Letter I
What
about the
deaths on
9/11?

Falguni &um is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Guest Columnists appear Wednesday,

Great news!
Seort an Daily
can be mailed to your home.
rest40.5,44,

Dear Editor,

**,1111

I II

Living the the post-9/11 society
is like unto a whole society diseased with Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder. Until now it was
reserved for Vietnam vets, etc. but
now the United States has contracted it en masse.
As a symptom and something to
mull over, contemplate the
tremendous effort put into the
investigation of the shuttle crash,
involving seven deaths, and compare that to the non-investigation
of 9/11, involving thousands of
deaths. Something is rotten in
Denmark.

You mi!ssed a day of class.
Don’t miss the discounts,
event announcements,
sports and classifieds.
Send subscription requests to:
The Spartan Daily
San Jose State University
One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
or call
408-924-3283
S20 for the Spring Sen
.

Best Regards,
J. Martin Nysted
alumnus
mathematics

Muni: them lap inch
m your we
Tell that special someone they’re special by placing a low
classified in the Spartan Daily on Valentine’s Day. Why waste
money on expensive jewelery, flowers, or candy, when you can
eloquently express yourself in words?
Let everyone know how you feel by filling out the form below
and dropping it off at the Spartan Daily Ad office (Dwight
Bentel Hall, 209) before February 11’
Please call (408)924-3270 with any questions
Drop off ad copy with check of money order (no credit cards
are accepted

get into a real

greek week!

Alpha Phi Omega
The second informational night
for the community service organization will go from 7:30 p.m. to
8:30 17.111. in the Costanoan Room,
on the third floor of the Student
Union. For more information contact Huong Nguyen at 924-6626.

such features an popular public voices like magazines. How
can we protect our community, our world from media influences that clobber world leaders and try to prove that their
philosophies were wrong and what the media says is right?
Sure, this as America and we are all privileged with the protection of the First Amendment. But, the question is, where
do we draw tl,e line?
The feature that Maxim allegedly refers to as a "humor
piece" is nothing less than serious for insulting a man whose
message for peace and nonviolence touched the world.
Besides, Maxim’s article could bolster hate crimes against
people from India and Asians like the ones that occurred
after the Sept. 11 attacks.
It is the axiom of nonviolence pioneered by Gandhi that
can save us from imminent war and destruction. It is only
fair that we shun derogatory and discriminatory magazines
like Maxim whose pride lies simply in the display of
women and poking fun at others.

"77
’Bort,
UR my srouirnate.
YOL6 arid Me 44rver
rule
-;"0,

08.00
$24.00

Alcbayan Filipino Club
Mandatory acting workshops for
Philippine cultural showcase auditions from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
front of the Student Union. Must
attend two out of three workshops.
Everyone invited. For more information contact Joey Hipol at 9247455 or at hipol75@yahoo.com.

Valentines Day Classifieds are
sold by the column inch at a
rate of 58 per inch. Larger
sizes are available

02.6.00

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance
Meetings every Wednesday in the
Almaden Room of the Student
Union from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

>e
th ultimate vacation! your latest toga
party can’t compete with our version of "rush week." loin
our goup as you seethe famous sights and gather with the
rod gooks!

Jewish Student Union
Free Valentine frame decorating
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in

>aegean classic cruise
>spotlight on greece
>greek island hopping
>london to athens

Pnnt your personal here. For sparsg ccriventence. you may use this kcal
you typed copy
or

$479
$(195
1e days from 91040
19 days from $1539

7 days from

12 days from

lond anfry maw to etekaaity

>vacations include accommodations, transportation.
many meals and as much fun as you can handles

7 37 es
5 78 is
4 99 ea
14081 616-7700

1
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Sunnyvaie ( A ’14086
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for 100 11!".esa

CENTURY
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sea your travel agent

25 ab.
50 Or mom

14081616.7733

call toll -free 1-888-CONTIKI
DO01101.00 as. ID DO

visit www.contilo.corn
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SAFETY I Blue phones among addressed
continuedfrom page 1
to capitalize on by making improvements," Beebe said.
Dialing and picking up a receiver will
not be required for those who use the
new phones
"You’ll be able to push a button and
just talk," Bebee said. "You don’t even
have to hold the button in"
Don’t worry about ugly telephone
poles, said "UPD Capt. Shannon
Maloney
"They will be aesthetically pleasing,"
NIaloriey said.

PATERSON, NJ. (AP) A man
who sold fake identification to two of
the Sept. 11 hijackers tearfully accepted
a plea bargain Tuesday and was freed
after declaring he was not a terrorist.
Mohamed el-Atriss, 46, pleaded
guilty to a single state count of selling
simulated documents. He had been
charged with racketeering and numerous counts of selling false documents
following his arrest last summer.
He admitted selling fake documents
to IChalid Almihdhar, who was on the
airliner that crashed into the Pentagon,
and Abdulaziz Alomari, who was
aboard one of the planes that hit the

San Jose State University
President Robert Caret and
University Police Chief Ric Abeyta
identify a possible safety hazard
while on the annual Safety Walk,
Tuesday.

Josh Sturgis I-)

SEVIS I Online courses restricted for some
continuedfrom page I
and an approved visa, according to
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
"We issue the 1-20 and their
embassy approves it or not. If it is
approved they get their visa and then
they can come in, register and
become an active student," Wada
said.
Student reactions to the implementation of the new computerized system that sends data to the INS and
the change in the reporting regulations ranged from surprise to confusion.
Some students, like Walker Kellog
a senior and mechanical engineering
major, said they wanted to know
more about a few of the changes in
the new reporting rules before they
would give their opinion about how
they feel about the new system.
"I don’t know that much about it,
but I think that it would be important for international students to
know more about it," said Kellog.
Gecenok said that the international programs and services advisers met
last Friday to learn about the changes
in the actual reporting procedures in
detail.
"Some things will remain the same
on the 1-20 form," he said. "This
stage of implementation of the new
computerized system has been terribly frustrating to deal with."
The advisers will be ready to provide answers to any questions, which
international students either with a

N.J. man who sold fake IDs to Sept. 11
hijackers freed after plea bargain

legal, nonimmigrant F-1 visa or a J- is not fair.
"I would like to take an online
1 visa may have, Gecenok said. F-I
visas are for academic students and J- course," Lei said, "It’s unfair if they
1 visas are for exchange students. A can’t take an online course."
forum for students will be held on
Winston Lan, a freshman graphics
Feb. 12 from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. in design major, agreed with Lei saying
the Umunhum Room at the Student that he would also like to take online
Union.
courses.
Wada described the database as a
"It would save me the trouble of
replacement for the pacer-based sys- coming to campus and the traffic
tem that will "be faster electronical- would be easier, he said.
ly, he said. All universities will be
Other students were concerned
required to participate, Wada said.
about being able to get the classes
A. new rules booklet was issued by and the information that they want
the Department of Justice last Dec. and need to graduate.
11, Gecenok said. He described the
"Access anytime and anywhere
report and a list of specific restric- should be for everyone," said Shaist
tions. Gecenok said that the techni- Khan, a junior computer science
cal challenge also included learning major. "It s unfair if they can’t take
how to work with the new systems online or distance learning classes. 1
quirks as well as the new rules.
think it would be great to be able to
"Sometimes technical specifica- tape lectures,"
tions don’t match the new rules,"
Mike Saad, a sophomore who said
Gecenok said. "There are some areas he is undecided about his major, also
that are unclear. Some things can be said that he would consider taking
clarified by the Immigration and online or distance learning courses
Naturalization Service - INS - but and that it would be unfair -for interthey will not be able to address them national students to be limited.
on a case-by-case basis."
"Courses that are available should
One new restriction includes the be for available for all students," he
option to include more than one said.
online course in a course of study.
The budget crisis might make it
"It’s a question of residency and hard for other students to get all the
they want to know where people are classes that they want, said Can
post-Sept. 11. They need to be in Jynh, a junior and computer engiresidence near to the school," he neering major.
said.
"It would be unfair to not let them
Many students, like Albert Lei, a take online courses," Jynh said. "I
junior and information technology know I need to take an online course
major, think that this new restriction in physics so that I can graduate."

World Trade Center. And he said selling bogus documents constituted "a
substantial amount’ of the business at
his All Service Plus office.
But he told Judge Marilyn Clark he is
not a terrorist.
"Never, ever in my life did I have anythins to do with any group of terrorists, he said.
His lawyer, Miles Feinstein, said elAmiss wishes he could have known
who the hijackers were and what they
had in mind.
"He is not a terrorist. Never was and
never will be," Feinstein said. He
wants the world to know that his roost

cherished asset his reputation has
been forever blemished.
The case began with much fanfare
last July when Passaic County Sheriff
Jerry Speziale brought more than a
dozen reporters and photographers
along on a raid of el-Atnss’ store across
from City Hall.
But el-Atriss was nowhere to be
found, having flown to Egypt two
weeks earlier to vacation with relatives,
his lawyer said. He was arrested in
August after turning himself in to
Egyptian authorities, then flew back to
the United States to face charges in
Paterson

JDL member pleads guilty to bombing plot
LOS ANGELES (AP) A member of the Jewish Defense League
pleaded guilty Tuesday to conspiring
to bomb a mosque and the office of a
Lebanese-American congressman.
According to the plea agreement,
Earl Krugel said he and In, Rubin,
the late leader of the militant group,
discussed bombing Arab institutions
in the Los Angeles area.
Krugel, 60, said they chose the
Clemente office of Rep. Darrell Issa,
R-Calif, because he was an ArabAmerican who "held political views
contrary to their own.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
said in a statement that the plea
agreement makes clear that "acts of
terror targeted at individuals because
of their race, religion or national origin will not be tolerated in the United
States."
Krugel faces 10 to 20 years in prison
when sentenced May 19 on one
count of conspiracy to violate the civil
rights of the users of the King Fahd
Mosque in Culver City and one
count of carrying an explosive device
in connection with a conspiracy to
impede or injure an officer of the
United States.
He could have faced a life sentence
without possibility of parole if convicted at trial.
Krugel’s attorney, Mark Werksman,
said outside court that the deal was
"distasteful," but his client "was going
to basically die in prison if he went to
trial and lost."
"We are facing a political climate
where it’s difficult to defend alleged
actions of domestic terrorism,"
Werksman said.
Krugel and Rubin were arrested in
2001, after an FBI informant deliv’ ered an explosive powder to them.

Hours before they were to appear in
court Nov. 4, Rubin slashed his neck
with a prison-issued razor blade and
tumbled 18 feet over a railing at the
federal Metropolitan Detention
Center, according to prison officials.
He died nine days later.

Do you want to

Rubin’s estate has filed a $5 million
wrongful death claim against the
government. His wife, Shelley, said
Monday that she was shocked by the
plea agreement and insisted her late
husband had nothing to do with the
bombing plot.

Improve
Change
& Represent

sjsu ?
Run for Associated Students Government

Pick up an application in the Student Life Center (Old Caletena Building)
or the A S House today’
All interested candidates must attend a
MANDATORY Candidate Orientation in the
Council Chambers. Student Union at one of the
following dates and times
February 4
February 12
February 14

3 00p-4 00p
3 30p-4 30p
10 00am 11 00am

For more information
408 924 5955

Application Filing Deadline
Monday February 17 2003
gi5pm in the Student Life Center

STUDENT LIFE CENTER

Emerging Leaders

$35 a month, talk all you want
You don’t pay for rent by It le hour. Why should you pay for wireless by the minute? With
MetroPCS you pay a flat monthly rate, and you can talk all you want. That’s all your
wireless calls. all over the Flay Area For just $35 a month. How could you not switch?
You can use your phone 2417 for one flat rate all over the Bay Area.
Talk whenever you want for as long as you want.

NEW Glass! Develop essential leadership
skills through participation, discussion, and
observation.

TiTh 1:30 - 2:45pm
Register now! UNVS 096E
Class meets in IS 215 Stop by and see Jane.

Leadership U
San Francisco
1698 Bryant St
(4151752-28W)

Worksnop

metroPCS

fie8.8metro8

Permission to speak freely.

www.reetropes.corn
MetroPCS Stores

Redwood _City
Dublin
7172 Amador Plaza Road 1015 E lilCamho Reel
71)1
r15(29
SUte B-6
(650) 298-0404

Los Altos
4100 B (..amino Heal
(650) 949-9150

llUb

iur up and coming leaders

Feb 6 leaniVVorks" :4:00-6.00pm
Feb 13 "Leadership Styles" 4.00-6.00pm
Feb. 22 "Communication Through a Team Building Adventure - Part r 10:00-2.00prn
Feb 27 "Communication Through a Team Building Adventure - Part II" 4:15-6 00pm
March 6 . "Conflict Management and Resolution": 400-6:00pm
March 13 : "Putting it all TOGETHER" - Public Speaking : 4:00-600pm

Also available at over 150 authonzed dealer locations inducing:

>Complimentary Dinner

San Jose
* Calfree One 408-246-0040
* Mforce 877 84 metro
* Cellulares Sol 408-937-6550
* FuturePaging & Cellula 408-238-8833
* Mobilemax Communication 408-238-2668
Wireless World 408-241-4300
* Citilink Wireless 408-238-3800
* Global Ar Comm. 408-298-9199
*Ste, Cellular of San Jose 408-288-8500
* RadioActive/BayArea Wiroless 408-295-1111

First workshop Feb. 6

*
*
*
*

Santa Clara
Moblemax Communication 408-246-7202
The Cell Gallery 408-244-5239
Signals Wireless 408-727-7060
lntouch Systems 408-248-8066
Cellular Connection 408-556-0900
Callfree One 408-260-1111

COMpbell
* Califroe One 408-379-0120
* IPK 408-370-6891

P;iymont Center
online at www.metropcs.com.
us
at
888.8metro8
or
visit
us
To find a store near you, call

,Cutt,sre
imam

Office

wnre rcenops corn for inforrnahon on tor.

=POT

cafto

talpfigge

Inr,s arti cOnClIn01111 Of MARCO and 10rAll COVIVeirl are.

>Ropes Course

Registration is for the entire series, not individual workshops.
Go to the Student Life Center for more info. Ask for Con.

Become a positive
force at SJSU
Student Life Confer
1051 Cafeteria Bulldog)
408 924 5950
www sisu eduidepeilsk.
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SJSU grapplers prepare to get a grip on competition
He added that John Kim, Russ
Lopez, Nate Rey and Jared Chase arc
what he calls ’dark-horse" candidates.
"They are not favored but I think
As the Wrestling Club at San Jose
State University approaches its first they’re going to surprise a lot of people,
Lucas said. Toper especially.
anniversary, team members are busy
preparing for their first competition He was in here every day during
break and his level of expertise and
of the season.
The Western Conference Finals of technique has skyrocketed."
Lopez, an undeclared freshman,
the National Collegiate Wrestling
Association will be hosted by SJSU wrestled for four years at Lincoln
High
in San Jose. He said he was
on Saturday Feb. 15.
Since the finals take place the same thinking about coming to SJSU, but
weekend of the Titan Games, anyone when he heard about the wrestling
attending the finals will receive $2 off team over the summer, that was the
the price of admission if they present deciding factor.
On March 1, the wrestling team will
their Titan Games ticket. Regular
admission prices are $5 for students compete against the University of
Utah,
the University of Nevada-Reno
and $7 for adults.
Of the three styles of wrestling that and the University of California San
exist, Greco Roman, freestyle and Diego in a regional competition hostfollcstyle, the style used at the ed by UNR.
Currently, UNR is ranked No. 2 in
Western Conference is folkstyle, also
called collegian style. Competition the nation, SJSU No. 12, No. 13
takes place in a "dual-match" format, UCSD and No. 15 Utah
The top three individuals at the
meaning that all weight classes of one
team will be matched up against all meet will qualify for the Nationals,
weight classes of another. Team which will be held in Easton, Pa. on
members wrestle as individuals to March 15.
The wrestling team was formed last
earn team points.
Jim Lucas, head coach of the SJSU year after SJSU students approached
Wrestling Club, has high hopes for Jim Lucas to be their coach.
"They needed a coach and an advishis team. He said that Marvin Ave,
Gabe Gammon, Huy Nguyen and er to start a club team," Lucas said. "I
Jakub Kacprzynski have all shown was flattered."
Lucas was a three-time All-Pacific
outstanding efforts in the practice
Coast Athletic Association wrestler at
room.
SJSU from 1972 to 1974 and the curBy Tammy Krikorian

Daily Staff Writer

rent world champion at the masters
level.
Lucas, who commutes from Santa
Cruz for practice six days a week,
said, "When team members see the
commitment I have, they take it upon
themselves to have equal commitment and give it all they’ve got."
Last year, Lucas bought mats for the
team to practice on because they didn’t have any. On a wrestling _scholarship when he attended SJSU, Lucas
attributes his success to the sport.
"Wrestling is life," he said. "This
room is preparing them (members of
the team) for when they get out of
San Jose State."
Lucas added that participating in
wrestling would give students an edge
in all aspects of life.
Lucas has participated in many
sports, including football, water polo
and surfing. He said that nothing is as
grueling or intense as wrestling.
If you want to excel, you have to do
it year round," he said, adding that it
takes a certain mindset. "You’re
always watching your weight because
of weight classes so you have to eat
and drink in moderation."
John Kim, a senior majoring in
illustration, said he joined the team as
soon as he heard about it last semester.
"Wrestling is a really good workout," Kim said. "It’s mentally challenging, it teaches discipline and it’s
definitely a good stress reliever."

lie added that he would have signed
up for the team his freshmen year had
it been available.
The SJSU wrestling team was cut in
1988 because of Title IX, which
requires schools to have equal binding
for male and female sports based on
enrollment.
Lucas said that SJSU is considering
adding a men’s sport next year. He
said that track is one possibility, but
he is going to lobby hard for
wrestling.
Having women on the team will
improve his chances. Currently, there
are four women on the team and.
Lucas said, they are always looking
for more.
"If we had more women, we could
go to more tournaments," he said.
Lucas added that it is never to late
to join the team. The $30 dues go to
USA Wrestling to protect SJSU from
liability. Some of the members have
no previous wrestling experience and
wrestlers are paired up based on
weight class and ability.
Daniel Williams, a senior majoring
in behavioral science, joined the team
when he heard about it last year. He
said that while he’s been at SJSU, he
hasn’t played any other sports, but
would’ve joined the wrestling team
had it been here earlier.
"I’m glad they got it back," Williams
said. "Once they give it a year or two,
it will really pick up and be is good
sport for State."

Kings beat Mays 11 0-109 on Finley miss, Clark smack down
DALLAS (AP) - Keon Clark’s
high-flying dunk off a missed 3 -pointer with 16.5 seconds left gave the
Sacramento Kings a 110-109 victory
over the Dallas Mavericks on Tuesday
night, capping a thrilling showdown
between the Western Conference division leaders.
Michael Finley’s 3-pointer with 57
seconds left put Dallas, which had
trailed by 16, ahead 107-106. After
Mike Bibby and Dirk Nowitzki traded
tough jumpers, the Mavericks still led
by one.
Hedo Turkoglu missed a long 3pointer and the rebound went straight
up. The long, lanky Clark - who earlier had an amazing one-handed,
reverse alley-oop dunk. - caught the
ball and slammed it through in one
motion.
The Mavericks, who had won four
straight and seven of eight, had one
possession left, but Nowitzki missing a
10-footer in the lane. He’d gotten a
good look at the basket after spinning
away from Peja Stojalcovic.

Doug Christie grabbed the rebound
with about 3 seconds left and dribbled
away in celebration. Sacramento coach
Rick Adelman turned to his bench and
threw a victory punch, while an ecstatic Vlade Divac reaped onto the back of
assistant coach Terry Porter.
Bibby led Sacramento with 27 points
and Stojakovic had 24, including 4-of’Son 3-pointers, and tied his seasonhigh with 14 rebounds. The Kings were
6-of-9 from behind the arc.
Nowitzki, who missed his first eight
shots, finished with 28 points, 16
rebounds and five assists. Finley had 28
points and Steve Nash had 13 points
and a season-high 14 assists.
This was a big win for the Kings to
take into the All-Star break as they
ended a two-game skid. Sacramento
had lost five of six and was playing its
third straight without Chris Weber,
who had a triple-double when the
Kings beat the Mays by 29 three weeks
ago.
Dallas, the loss continued its
struggles against teams it must beat to

JaShong King / Daily Staff

Russ Lopez struggles to free himself from Gabe Gammon’s hold
during the San Jose State University wrestling club’s practice in
Uchida Hall Monday night.

Mariucci takes over as Lions’ new head coach

advance in the playoffs. Despite having
the NBA’s best record (38-10, four
losses fewer than anyone else), the
Mavericks are 0-3 against Sacramento
and San Antonio.
Dallas played its third straight frenetic finish, having won the previous two
over Minnesota and Utah.
The Kings led the entire game when
the teams met last month in
Sacramento, and after an early twopoint deficit Tuesday they got rolling
again. They made 13 of their first 17
shots and finished the first quarter
leading 37-24.
Nowitzki’s first basket was a dunk
that made it 54-43 late in the second
quarter. Dallas would tie it at 64 early
in the third and the teams remained
within six the rest of the way.
Nick Van Exel hit a 3-pointer with
6:29 left that put the Mays up 100-97
and a jumper by Nowitzki kept the lead
at three, but the Kings rallied for their
16th road victory, tying Dallas for the
NBA’s best.

DETROIT (AP) - Cast aside by
the San Francisco 49ers, Steve
Mariucci found his services in strong
demand back in his home state.
Muiucci was hired as coach of the
Detroit Lions Tuesday, taking over
one of the league’s worst teams less
than three weeks after he was fired
by the 49ers.
’We are thrilled. This is a huge
step for our team and organization,"
Lions chief executive Matt Millen
said. "I have known Steve since he
got into the NFL as an assistant, and
he has continually impressed me
with his knowledge of the game and
his ability to handle players and peopie."
Terms were not disclosed, but
ESPN.com reported that Mariucci
will earn $25 million over five years,
which would make him one of the

NFL’s highest -paid coaches.
NFL title in 1957.
Mariucci, born and raised in north"I think it’ll be good. Good for
west Michigan town of Iron him, because he will be in a situation
Mountain, was scheduled to be for- where he’s actually wanted and
mally introduced at a news confer- appreciated," Lions defensive end
ence Wednesday.
Robert Porcher said Tuesday. "I
After compiling a record of 60-43 think it’ll be good from a team
and guiding the 49ers to four playoff standpoint, because now our general
appearances in six seasons, Mariucci manager gets the guy that he’s
becomes the Lions’ fourth coach in always wanted.
’And I think from the players’
four seasons. He replaces Marty
Mornhinweg, who was fired last standpoint, it’ll be excellent, because
week after the Lions went 3-13 and he brings in that instant credibility
5-27 in two seasons - the worst with his winning record in San
Francisco."
two-year mark in team history.
Mariucci repeatedly said he wanted
Mariucci clashed with San
Francisco owner John York, and he to keep his family in the San
was fired three days after a 31-6 loss Francisco Bay area, and he would be
at Tampa Bay on Jan. 12. His post- willing to take a minimal raise or
even coach the final year of his conseason record was 3-4.
The Lions, by contrast, have one tract without an extension.
playoff victory since winninz the

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
General
GOLFERS NEEDED to caddie
at exclusive club. CordeValle
golf club needs professional golf
caddies to service members
and guests. Golf knowledge and
customer service skills required.
Training provided. Earn between
$100 and $201:3 per day. Call
408-686-0857 for more info.
PSYCH/SOC WORK STUDENTS
Help supervise foster family
visitation, 4 blks from campus.
P/T $12/hr Call Cor. 295-3527.
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.
DELIVERY Drivers/MISC Help
Feb. 8th-1501. PIT or FIT.
Make Up to $200 a DAY’
1800Flowers com. Contact
Vale Pad '408-732-7677.
COMMUNICATIONS FIRM, PT/FT
Looking for friendly motivated
individuals to help with advert/
marketing. $13.60/hrbonuses
No exp nec Call 650-855-1855
LAW OFFICE NEEDS
PART-TIME HELP
File Clerk & Reception
15-20 hours per week
$10 to $11 per hour to
start We are looking for
intelligence & enthusiasm
No experience necessary
Flexible hours during finals
& breaks. Apply in person
M-F between 830 and 400
1830 The Alameda,
San Jose, CA 95126.
SOUTH FIRST BILLIARDS
Now Accepting Applications
COCKTAILS SERVERS
Apply within or call
4138-294-7800
Si Best Hangout Place,
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add,
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
ar coupon. for discount
vacations or merchandise

,,,

ACTIVITY AIDES. PT
GROOMER ’S ASST. / KENNEL FRATERNITIES SORORITIES
iniv groups, of participants help needed for small exclusive CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1.00042,000 this
semester, with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our proMon. -Fri. Resume: Ron Halog working w/ dogs, but will train.
Easter Seals Bay Area. 730 Great oppty for dog lover. Can grams make fundraising easy
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or with no risks Fundraising dates
fax to 408-275-9858. Must have Call 371-9115.
are filling quickly, so get with
minimum of 6 ECE units.
the program, It works. Contact
WAITRESS/WAITER for Thai
Campusfundraiser at
SERVICE SUPERVISOR. M-F. Restaurant in West San Jose.
(888) 923-3238 or visit
FT. Provides daily program Flexible hours, good tips. nice www.campusfundraiser.corn.
planning, activities & supervi- clientele. 1769 Blossom Hill Rd.
sion for groups of participants 408-358-2525.
$1500 weekly potential mailing
w/developmental disabilities in
our circulars. Free information.
San Jose. Prey exp managing GREAT RECREATION JOBS Call 203-683-0258.
staff. $17/hour. Call Ron Halog At The Los Gatos-Saratoga
408-295-0228. Send resume to Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
Ron Halog, Easter Seals Bay Area. LEADERS, FIT and PIT. Must
730 Empey Way, San Jose be avail M -F. 7:00am-2:00pm & LOVING COUPLE NEED EGG
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858. afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm. DONOR. 18-30 yrs, <120Ibs,
Call for educational requirements. No ECE Units req. Pay range: >5’4", fair. Sri Lankan. Indian.
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laune at or Mediteranean. student/grad in
FUN WORK! $15.10/hr + Bonus 354-8700x224. If you have skills Science,Eng Comp ring Contact
incentives. Vartec Inc. PR! in sports, arts, and group games dranaw 1 OP att . net with photo
Promotions. PT/FT: Flex Hours and like working with children.
necessary. we need you
No
experience
Details call: 650-855-1855
ADMIN ASSISTANT / SALES.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Hi -tech co seeks FT/PT hard 91 HONDA CIVIC DX 4 door
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
worker for office & sales/tele- sedan, manual trans. 135k
marketing assisting Must have miles, excellent condition.
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
Train
Will
good oral/verbal skills Good $2400. Call 510-791-7877 or
Friendly
Student
pay « oppty to advance Fax email scarlin stanford edu
408-247-4927
Resume, 408-232-7701
DOWNTOWN CORP. OFFICE
needs PT Accounting help. 30 THEATER, MANNERS and
hours a week, Business or DANCE INSTRUCTORS for
PROFESSIONAL
Accounting major preferred children Theater and Manners
WORD PROCESSING
Email HR5100 pacificstates com training provided 1-7 hours per Have your theses, term papers.
or fax resume to 408-271-7911 week Up to $25 00 per hour group projects. etc professionMust have experience working ally typed. APA a specialty
Attention Dana
with children Must have car. Experienced & dependable.
BARTENDER Trainees Needed Call Carol 408/629-9721 or fax Almaden/Branham area Call
$250/day potential Local positions resume to 408/265-8342 E-mail Linda for an appointment at
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
to Carolromo Cttheaterfun corn
(408) 264-4504.

w/developmental
shop and kennel PT. Tues-Sat
59.78+ depend on experience. Must be reliable, honest, able to
Call Ron Halog 408-295-0228 do physical work. Prefer exp

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUTOS FOR SALE

WORD PROCESSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FOR

FAX:

SHARED HOUSING

SERVICES

CHILD CARE - WG Area. Flex NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE
hours Spanish/English speaking. to share room across from
Contact Diane 408-292-6698 msg. campus. Cable TV. $230/mo.
408-646-5457
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
OCCASION, digital photography LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
Advertise in Classifieds,
services or graphic design"
The Spartan Daily
Infinite Visions has great deals
on weddings, guinceaneras,
graduations or any other special
event video need. Picture port
folios are also available at a low
cost. Put your slide show of your FRATERNITY HOUSE 4 RENT
pictures on DVD with your One of a kind $3500 per
favorite song playing at the month 408-246-0031 -Eight
same time, for more info call bedrooms, three baths Call Fast
408-885-0757 or 408-561-2710.
LG STUDIO, ideal for students.
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
S San Jose. clean, quiet. no
For your term paper or thesis. pets Nonsmoker $900+dep.
Experienced, efficient, reliably Includes cable util 408-224-0123
exacting I will meet your deadline Call Grace 831-475-2796
2 BLOCKS FROM SJSU
or evagrace@aol corn
2 Bdrm 2 Bath Apts
Some inr/ new carpet.
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
lino & lighting. No pets
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
$1195/mo+$500
dep
info
600
For
year Save 30.
508S 11th St
call 1-800-655-3225 or
for
appt
295-5256
Call
www.studentdental corn or
www goldenwestdental corn
LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS
Lrg 2b/1 5b on 9th Quiet $1100.
Newly remodeled 408-309-9554

RENTAL HOUSING

HEALTH&BEMM

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? "FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT
Call BIRTHRIGHT
Extra large. newly remodeled
408-241-8444 or 800-550-4900 2 bdrmi1 bath & 2 bdrrn2 full bath
Free/Confidential
apts $1099/month and up Also
3 bdrm2 bath apt $1199 & up
Will wont with you on deposit.
2 blocks from SJSU Water Trash
APPLICANTS WANTED to paid Parking avail Washer Drier
study PartIV of the Urantia CO site Cats OK Well managed
Book. Earn &25.000 For details student bldg 408-378-1409
visit www.eventodaward corn

WANTED

NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALI. 408-924-3277
ft
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS!

TODAY’S
PUZZLE
CROSSWORD
_
ACROSS
Looked toward
007
Gather leaves
Snapshot
Eeyore’s pal
Mount - of Sicily
Bells
Natural impulse
Border on
Attila the Document
’4 Light -entitling
projectiles
Get ragged
-7 Vane dir
8 Broad smiles
C Gregorian c Sticky fruits
Remind too often
7 Female relative
S. Harvest machine
,9 Garden green
Comic - Lillie
1 Skirt panels
2 Slogan
Aida aria Lerner
Cheer
City near Pompeii
Sow’s young
.2 Familiarization
5 Edge
Wedding -cake
section
’
57 Jacket style
58 Sidestep
130 Cult
61 Castle in chess
62 Gigantic one
63 Fiesta shouts
54 High pts
$5 Great Lakes fish
1
6
9
3
4
6
7
8
9

.
1

DOWN
1
2
3
4
1
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Ad Rahn: Vino minimum
Five
Four
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
$5
$7
$9
$11
$13
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff A faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

pJSU

.1
Please check
one classification:

Name
Address
CT" 5 Strife

Zio cods

Phone

Send check or money order by (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
’,Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
II All ads are prepaid NI No refunds on canceled ads
III Rates tor consecutive publication dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL OM 924-3277

Rental Housing
Lost and Found’
Shared Housing
Announcements
Real Estate
Campus Clubs
Services
Greek Messages
Health’Beauty
Events
Sports/Thnffs
Volunteers
_Insurance
For Sale
_Entertainment
Electronics

Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Travel
__Tutoring
_Word Processing

- Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
a Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
STUDENT

RATE

25+ OFF

Struggle
Secret romance
Large blossom
Breakfast item
z

’3

A

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

pogo lamp

L Li LE
A P’t D
ROOM 13111C1111
T CI13111 CIIIRIEID 1213111A
ERIC83 13181113111118131ZIO
111;113EI
DIME

1511111:1R1011110C1 141201BEI
DOR oUOMINI raIROUO
OU1151 MODULI 0E00
CHAIBLIIII 18130111i1 Waal
C11401111fil 121111011111MIZIFI
INICICIPI
111310
EIRIBC1121101:10 IMMO
LICIlall 1311i1M:10 IAIII01Q1
ElEj,,iiii CiEllilag GIME
OIMUIN
ail-min BONO
2..,,
,
unn.d,.. re sv,.. ,,

5 Lineage
6 San Antonio
team
7 Coastal city
8 Berra of
baseball
9 Shows surprise
10 Up in baseball
12 wds I
11 Rockne of
Notre Dame
12 Cafe customer
15 Beefier
22 Sooner than
anon
23 McKellen and
Holm
25 Bronze coin
28 High winds
29 Turnpikes
(abbr )
30 Urban transport
31 Shade
32 Nurses org
33 Mend

34 "Mona Lisa’
singer
Elev
Earth in combos
Braggart
Eye makeup
Secluded valley
Iron attractors
Puts on guard
Grande or
Bravo
45 Untrue (2 wds )
46 Disney’s Little
Mermaid
47 Slice
48 Cuts a notched
edge
49 Make joyful
50 Kind of wave
51 Pala out
53 Cyclotron target
54 Honk
59 Enthusiasm

35
36
38
39
41
42
43
44

10
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Hitting all the right notes

SEQUEIRA I
continuedfrom page 1
Hector Javkin, associate professor of
linguistics and language development
at SJSU, had Cintia Sequeira in a
phonetics class.
"She was juggling being a mother
and a student," Javlun said. "I remember her bringing her son to class a
couple of times and he really livened
up the class. It’s absolutely tragic what
happened."
Mercedita Quiros-Delcayre, a
graduate student at SJSU who shared
a grammar teaching class with
Sequeira in Fall 2002, said she was
very struck by what ’a happy person
Sequeira was.
"In the beginning of our classes, we
give an introduction of ourselves,"
Quiros-Delcayre said. "Cintia did a
photo collage. Her life revolved
around her son. She was such a devot-

Family, school camefirst
last class on Dec. 18, she brought her
son, Marcos, with her. While Cintia
shared highlights of her final grammar
teaching project with all of us, little
Marcos entertained us by toddling
around the class curiously ... and nibbling on one of the cookies Cintia had
m& and brought to share with everyone. Marcos charmed us with his
sweet smile, so like his mom’s. I treasure this last memory of Cintia and her
son."
Andrews also shared a paper that
Cintia Sequeira had written in
response to the collage assignment.
"Talking about my personal collage
made me think more about my life. I
realized how important my family is
for me and how nice it is to be able to
share it with friends (classmates). It is
interesting how people are different
but I could see that everybody talked a
little about their families."

ed and happy mother. She was glad the
semester was over so she could spend
more time with her son. All the dap I
knew her, she never seemed down.
In an excerpt from a class project
called "My Second Language is my
Life" Sequeira wrote, "Its been four
years since I arrived in the States and
my life has changed completely. I got
married and had my baby here. He is
12 months now and the language history of my family is going to be different from now on ... ?Ay son is probably going to speak both Portuguese
and English because my husband is
also Brazilian. I’ll let ’him’ write his
story."
Cintia Sequeira also impressed
Diane Andrews, instructor of the
grammar teaching class.
"It was a pleasure to have Cintia as A
student," Andrews said. "She was well
liked by everyone in our class. At our

Bush pays tribute to Columbia crew
Kann Higgins

Daily Staff

Seyem Loeffler, a junior music education major with an improvised music emphasis plays the piano
during an Afro-Latin jazz ensemble practice in the Music Building Concert Hall.

NASA investigates possible shuttle
debris in California; none found yet
LOS ANGELES (Al’)
NASA enforcement," he said.
sent investigators to California to look
Any information about the items,
at possible space shuttle debris including their locations, would come
Tuesday as the search for clues from the federal government, he said.
expanded to the West Coast in an
Michael Kostelnik, a NASA spaceeffort to find evidence of the earliest flight office deputy, said earlier in
events during the fiery re-entry that Washington, p.c., that space agency
preceded Columbia’s disintegration teams were being sent to California
over TOMS.
and Arizona to check out reports that
There was no immediate confirma- possible wing material had been
tion of any actual shuttle debris in found.
California, where an astronomer
"Debris early in the flight path
reported Saturday that Columbia would be critical because that material
appeared to leave fiery debris trails in would obviously be near the start of
its wake as it raced through the black the events" as the shuttle crossed the
sky high over Owens Valley. An ama- country from west to east, Kostelnik
teur video shot in northwestern said at NASA headquarters.
Nevada also appeared to record such
NASA asked the CUP on Monday
an event.
to alert police statewide to watch for
NASA told the California Highway debris.
Patrol it was sending a debris invesVarious reports of people finding
tigative team to Northern California unverified items surfaced.
and another to Southern California,
A small piece of something was
California Highway Patrol spokesman found in a Target parking lot in
Steve Kohler said.
Sacramento and seized by the Sheriff’s
"They will be looking at two items Department, said Sgt. Lou Fatur.
that have been collected by local law
"We got notified from the CHP to

keep an eye out. Were just kind of following what they’re doing," Fatur said.
At Soquel, on the north end of
Monterey Bay, a state parks official
took pictures of an object on the beach
and bagged it for NASA, a Santa Cruz
County emergency services dispatcher
said. Firefighters collected a burnt
object about 4 inches long at a Soquel
home, said the homeowner, who
reguested anonymity.
There were no conclusions about
either object, said Steve Robbins of
the county Sheriff’s Department.
In another development, radar data
from NASA’s Dryden Flight Research
Facility on Edwards Air Force Base
was sent to NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center for review, said Alan
Brown, a spokesman at the Mojave
Desert site. Dryden’s radar tracked
Columbia from the Pacific horizon to
New Mexico, and that data would
likely be coordinated with Federal
Aviation Administration Doppler
radar data to see what it showed,
Brown said.

gszu

raise its voice in tribute to "shining
worlds in splendor through the skies."
Leading the crowd in prayer, Harold
Robinson, a captain in the Navy’s
Chaplain Corps, said the astronauts
found true humility while viewing "our
little planet from outer space."
Fighting back tears, NASA
Administrator Sean O’Keefe then
declared, "Today, our grief is overwhelming."
He promised to find out why
Columbia broke apart, correct the
problem and make sure it never happens again. To the families of those lost,
he said: "We will keep this solemn
"Bush recalled that Navy Capt. David
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TRANSPORTATION
SOLUTIONS Cit,

There’s more than one
way to get to SJSU!

c;z1

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
Under sapphire blue skies that once
held Columbia and her crew, President
Bush paid tribute Tuesday to the shuttle’s seven astronauts and rededicated
the nation to space travel.
"They go in peace for all mankind.
And all mankind is in their debt," he
said.
The president joined at least 10,000
teary-eyed NASA workers, aging astronauts, political leaders and families of
the fallen crew for a memorial service in
a plaza outside Mission Control usually reserved for celebrations of space triumphs.
The shuttle broke up Saturday as it
was returning to earth. In Bush’s words:
"Their mission was almost complete,
and we lost them so close to home."
The president met with family members after the service, which ended with
the ringing of a Navy bell seven
times, one for each of the deceased
astronauts and a "missing man" formation flyover four T-38 NASA jets
roared above the crowd, with one peeling away and soaring high and out of
sight.
Bush bowed his head and first lady
Laura Bush wiped tears from her eyes
as the United Stves Navy Band Sea
Chanters led the crowd in song. At one
point in the service, Bush pulled a
handkerchief from his pocket and
handed it to a weeping relative of a
crew member.
The words to a hymn, ’God of Our
Fathers, Whose Almighty Hand," were
printed on the back of the service’s programs, allowing the NASA family to

Brown, a medical doctor aboard
Columbia, was asked several weeks ago
by his brother what would happen if
something went wrong with the mission. "This program will go on," the
46-year-old Navy flight surgeon
replied.
Capt. Brown was correct," Bush said.
"America’s space program will go on."
Earlier, aides said the president supports continuing the shuttle program,
despite criticism by some.
At the Johnson Space Center, crew
members were remembered in separate
eulogies that shared with the world
their nicknames, habits, likes and dislikes and, in many cases, their near-last
words.
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Accepting most types of vision insurance.
20% discount off a full pair of prescription glasses for
San Jose State U students staff w/o insurance’
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Optometry Inc.

A

42 South First St (by Santa Clara St.)
San Jose, CA 95113
Phone 408-295-0246
Open Mon-Fri horn 10am-6pm
Please bring valid ID

A

WJ Colors and Colorblend Contacts, Acuvue and Acuvue 2 Contacts
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FOR OWNERS OF

NEI and COMPAQ

Ride all VTA buses and
light rail free with your
validated Tower Card

Personal Computers

Take your bicycle on board
Service for faculty &staff SS .’ 6 months
Call TS Center for a trip plan

We are investigating whether HewlettPackard and Compaq sold their customers
personal computers with defects.

Bike to campus for
a good workout
Park free in any ono of five BK riot
Enclosures on campus
Get scrim key at TS Cecdrr

VI,It Associated Students
Transportation Solutions
for alternatives to drivi"
alone.

Carpool to SJSU with
students near you

If you own a Hewlett-Packard or Compaq
personal computer and believe you may
have a hardware problem, we may be able to
help you.

Please contact:

A great way to MA* new friends
Park at 7th St Garage with a special permit
Sign up for carpool metch online

Packard, Packard & Johnson
www.ts.sjsu.edU
408 924 RIDE
tsia as.sjsu.edu
IS Center is located on the main level
of the Student Union

4 Main Street
Los Altos, CA 94022
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Call toll free. 1-800-222-6911

Online. www.computerdefects.com

